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Executive Summary
Offshore wind energy can significantly contribute to the sustainable energy mix of Europe.
However, competing usage of the sea, cost and grid barriers are important challenges to
overcome. The WINDSPEED project, funded by DG Energy and Transport under the
Intelligent Energy for Europe (IEE) programme, assists in overcoming these obstacle’s. The
goal is to identify space suitable for offshore wind generation in the Central and Southern
North Sea together with a development pathway (roadmap) up to 2030. Key issues regarding
costs for offshore wind energy and available wind resources are elaborated in work package 2.
An overview of current non-wind sea uses was prepared in work package 3 along with their
future development. Findings of those two work packages was used as input for work package
4 where a GIS-based Decision Support System (DSS) has been developed to analyse realistic
potential for offshore wind energy including both environmental concerns and relevant sea
use functions. As part of work package 5 two rounds of workshops were held where important
stakeholders were invited to give feedback on the methodology used to find suitable areas for
offshore wind and discuss preliminary project findings.
In work package 6 results from each work package are combined and suitable areas for wind
energy production are identified together with their energy potential. Four scenarios (‘Little
will, little wind’, ‘Going Solo’, ‘In the Deep’ and ‘Grand Design’) were developed in work
package 6. These scenarios reflect firstly on various allocation priorities and interactions
between offshore wind energy and other non-wind sea use functions (including nature) and
secondly on different viewpoints on technology development. The ‘Little will, little wind’
scenario is business-as-usual with low progress in technology development and with no
additional effort in offshore wind energy generation. In ‘Going solo’ wind energy has a higher
priority but technology doesn’t develop much. In ‘In the Deep’ technology is well developed
and cross-border coordination is achieved pushing wind energy further away from shore. In
‘Grand Design’ possibilities for offshore wind are optimal. Wind energy is integrated in
future plans, compromises are sought with other non-wind sea use functions. An offshore grid
facilitates cooperation with neighbouring countries.
In this report consequences for non-wind sea use functions (including nature) are evaluated
for the different scenario outcomes. Possibilities for co-use and options to minimize negative
impacts are identified as well. This information can be used by developers to identify key
stakeholders to consider, and by politicians to make informed decisions.
As identified in work package 3 important users of the North Sea include/represent; fisheries,
sand extraction, oil and gas exploitation, military usage and transportation of goods and
resources by ships, pipelines and cables. Nature is also valued as an important function of the
North Sea. Fisheries is a widespread sea use function present across the whole WINDSPEED
area. The consequences for fisheries will depend on the type of fisheries and on the fishing
effort at a certain location. For the purpose of WINDSPEED the focus is laid upon vessels
using trawls with engine sizes of >300 hp. Six categories are identified concerning effort;
National important areas (>5% effort from national fleet) and five levels that range from
<0.25% to >2% combined effort. Nature reserves include Marine Protected Areas (MPA)
which in turn include Natura 2000-areas. Next to MPA’s, areas important for wildlife are
identified as well. Based on the distribution of benthos, sea mammals, birds and fish, areas are
classified of ‘high concern’, ‘medium concern’, ‘concern’ or ‘low concern’ in relation to
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nature value. Next to IMO shipping lanes, areas used for ship traffic are categorised according
to ship density. Four classes are identified ranging from less than one ship every four days to
more than one ship a day. The sea-use function sand extraction includes areas designated to
mine sand or other aggregates. Dredging is excluded since this coincide with shipping lanes.
No sub-categories were defined for sand extraction. Military activities are categorised in three
classes with increasing possibilities for wind park development. The ‘red’ class (excluded for
OWE production) consist of former dumping sites or sites with unknown purpose. The
‘yellow’ class consist of activities such as mine testing, ship firing, bombing and submarine
exercises. Some wind park development is allowed in these areas. The ‘green’ class gives the
highest change for wind park development. These areas are used for aircraft manoeuvres.
More information about these sea use functions can be found in deliverables 3.1 till 3.3 freely
available at www.windspeed.eu.
To examine the consequence for each non-wind sea use function the amount of space that was
previously available for that function and is now identified as suitable for wind parks
development is calculated. Since non-wind sea use functions differ spatially in terms of effort
(fisheries), density (shipping lanes for instance) or value (in the case of wildlife),
consequences are not solely depending on the amount of space claimed. Another aspect to
keep in mind is that only around 20% of the space within a wind park is occupied by turbines
leaving large parts basically untouched. By considering both aspects the impact of wind parks
development is examined and put into perspective.
Results show that the incremental space (next to existing or planned parks) identified as
suitable for wind energy production increases from the ‘Little will, little wind’ scenario to the
‘Grand Design’ scenario almost tenfold; from 4.2 to 44.9 (x1000) km2, the latter representing
10% of the total available space within the WINDSPEED area. As only one tenth of the total
space within the WINDSPEED area is found suitable (with only 20% consisting of wind
turbines), consequences for non –wind sea use functions seems to be limited at first sight.
However, consequences for the non-wind sea use functions and nature will depend on country
and scenario considered. In the scenario ‘little will, little wind’ consequences for all non-wind
sea use functions are expected to be very limited for all countries.
Space for the non-wind sea use functions Marine Protected Areas (MPA) and shipping lanes
are not or hardly claimed even in the more ambitious scenarios (<5% of previously available).
Apart from the low spatial overlap, consequences for shipping are expected to be minor as
mainly the low density shipping lanes are found suitable (affecting a relative small number of
ships). Possibilities to integrate both functions seem realistic when measures to reduce the risk
and consequences for collision are met and clusters of turbines are well placed. As a positive
by-effect areas left open for ship traffic might act as wind regeneration corridors. Consensus
will probably not be achieved if wind parks have a positive or negative effect on marine life.
Since only a limited amount of MPA is found suitable for OWE development negative
consequences are considered to be limited.
In Denmark 52% (‘Going Solo’) and in the UK 32% (‘Grand Design’) of the previously
available space for sand extraction is found suitable for OWP and might be lost for mining
purposes. Due to the fact that the need for sand will probably increase in the future (see
deliverable 3.1) and combining mining activities with wind parks seems hardly possible,
consequences could potentially be severe. These will depend however on the availability of
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suitable alternative locations to (economically) extract aggregates, information that is
unknown at this moment. Consequences for the other countries are expected to be much less
due to a lower spatial overlap.
Military use is mainly affected in the Netherlands and in Germany (claiming up to 35% of the
space previously used). Although it is believed that there is room for negotiation with the
military the outcome is unsure and will depend among other things on the support offshore
wind generation receives from both society and policy makers and the possibilities to relocate
military activities. For the other countries the consequences for military use seems to be minor
or non-existent.
The categories of fishing grounds (expressed as fishing effort) and wildlife (expressed as level
of concern) that overlap with proposed sites for OWE development differ. Therefore
consequences for the sea use functions fisheries and wildlife will depend on the spatial
distribution of the suitable OWE areas. In the ‘Going Solo’ scenario mainly Germany (16% of
previously available fish grounds are found suitable for OWE), Denmark (8%) and the
Netherlands (5%) are affected. Areas found suitable for OWE consist mainly of the ‘higher
effort’ categories. The other countries are affected for less than 5% of the previous available
space in this scenario. Although in ‘In the Deep’ the spatial overlap in Denmark is similar to
‘Going Solo’, the identified areas consist of the lower effort categories thus decreasing the
impact. In the ‘Grand Design’ scenario in Germany (21%), Denmark (17%), the Netherlands
(17%) and Norway (9%) space was found suitable that was previously available for fisheries
while in Belgium and the UK less than 5% of the space is impacted. In the Netherlands and
Germany these areas consist of the higher effort categories (around 50% of the total area is
1.0% effort or higher). The loss of fishing ground to OWE has probably no important
economic consequences for trawling fisheries. There are indications that commercially
important fish species such as sole and plaice do not stay in wind parks and sooner or later
swim out the offshore wind parks and their catchability will not be affected.
This leads to a recommendation that fisheries using trawls from powerful vessels should not
be allowed inside OWE areas. Alternatively allowing aquaculture within parks is an
interesting option, which could be an alternative livelihood for fishermen.
In spatial terms wildlife is affected similarly to fisheries but the distribution of important areas
differs. In both the scenarios ‘Going Solo’ and ‘In the Deep’ space suitable for OWE
development consist mainly of the ‘low concern’ category. In the ‘Grand Design’ scenario the
largest areas found suitable for OWE are located in the EEZ of Germany, Denmark and the
Netherlands (between 10 and 20%). Again just a limited amount (less than 40%) of space is
considered to be of ‘concern’ / ‘high concern’ for wildlife. Recent monitoring results of an
offshore wind park near the Dutch coast revealed that positive effects of wind parks on
wildlife can be expected. The offshore wind park acts as a new type of habitat with a higher
biodiversity of benthic organisms, a possibly increased use of the area by benthos, fish,
marine mammals and some bird species and a decreased use by several other bird species.
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The following recommendation are made:
•

Prohibit fisheries deploying trawls from high powered vessels within wind parks. Several
reasons underlie this statement. Firstly allowing vessels to enter will increase the risk of
collision and other damage to e.g. cables. Secondly there are indications that the
catchability of commercially important species will not decrease by the presence of
(closed) wind parks. Thirdly positive effects of wind parks for wildlife are more likely to
occur without the presence of fisheries. It is recommended to continue monitoring these
effects especially when developing wind parks on a large scale in deeper waters and to
allow adaptive development of future wind parks.

•

Conduct a detailed study that gives an overview of possible alternative areas to be used for
extraction of sand and other aggregates. It could also be investigated if it is feasible to
separate these activities in time. Yet another possibility might be to construct areas that
trap sand. Such areas could be used repeatedly over time.

•

Explore possibilities to use military areas for offshore wind generation. If possibilities for
co-use are limited search for options to relocate military activities. Alternatively
investigate the possibility of establishing one central shared area to be used for military
exercises instead of separate locations for each country individually. It is believed that in
this way the available space can be used more efficiently
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Introduction

Offshore wind energy can significantly contribute to the sustainable energy mix of Europe.
However, competing usage of the sea, cost and grid barriers are important challenges to
overcome. The WINDSPEED project, funded by DG Energy and Transport under Intelligent
Energy for Europe (IEE) programme, assists in overcoming these obstacle’s and sets realistic
targets for 2030 together with a development pathway (roadmap). The roadmap will identify
suitable areas for wind energy production and include a set of coordinated policy
recommendations for offshore wind deployment. The WINDSPEED study area consist of the
Central and Southern North Sea bounded by Belgium, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands,
Norway and the United Kingdom.

1.1

Methodology WINDSPEED project

To derive at a spatial distribution of suitable locations for offshore wind development and
construct a development pathway several aspects (stakeholders, other non-wind users, grid
and energy constraints etc.) have to be considered. The work within the project was divided
over six work packages. For more information about the whole project and deliverables see
www.windspeed.eu.
Key issues regarding costs for offshore wind energy and available wind resources are
elaborated in work package 2. An overview of current non-wind sea users is constructed in
work package 3 along with their future development. In work package 3 calculations rules
have been defined for each non-wind sea use with the object of implementing them in a
Decision Support System (DSS). These calculation rules include defaults values that aim to
respect the spatial claims of each non-wind sea use. The Decision Support System (DSS)
itself is developed within work package 4. The DSS is a GIS based tool and is used to analyse
realistic potential for offshore wind energy including both environmental concerns and
relevant sea use functions. Findings regarding energy costs and wind potential in work
package 2 are included in the DSS as well. In work package 5, running parallel to the other
packages, two rounds of workshops were held. Important stakeholders were invited to the
workshop. Feedback was given on the methodology used to derive at suitable space for
offshore wind..
In work package 6 project results are combined and suitable areas for wind energy production
are identified together wind energy costs and potential. Within the project it is assumed that
National Renewable Energy Action Plans (NREAP) are realized in 2020. Four scenarios were
developed to identify incremental space (in addition to NREAP predictions) for offshore
wind. Scenarios differ firstly in allocation priorities and interactions between offshore wind
energy and other non-wind sea use functions (including nature) and secondly on different
viewpoints on technology development. Although constraints set by stakeholders and nonwind sea use functions (identified in work package 3) are considered and included in the
development of the scenarios, consequences for other users of the North Sea (and nature) are
inevitable. Insight in the consequences for the non-wind sea use function in relation to
scenario output is required to firstly identify to what extent consequences can be expected but
secondly to identify possibilities/measures that can lower this impact.
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1.2

Research question

This report (deliverable 6.2 within work package 6) focus on the consequences for non-wind
sea use functions when offshore wind parks are developed according to scenario output.
Detailed information on scenario settings can be found in deliverable 6.1 (Cameron et al.,
2011, accessible via www.windspeed.eu). Next to the identification of the consequences for
the non-wind sea use functions possibilities and constraints for synergy and co-usage of
offshore wind parks are investigated in order to minimize the impact on non-wind sea use
functions.
Key questions addressed in this report are: What are the differences between the scenarios in
respect to consequences for the different users? How is the final scenario output related to the
original scenario settings? Are sea use functions affected in a similar manner in terms of
claimed area? Is there a difference between the countries? What are the possibilities to lower
the impact of the offshore wind energy plans?
Information in this report can be used by developers to identify key stakeholders to consider,
and by politicians to assist in the process of decision-making.

1.3

Report structure

In chapter 2 ‘Methodology’ the four development scenarios are described and a short
overview is given of the method followed to arrive at the spatial distribution of suitable
locations for offshore wind generation. The non-wind sea use functions are described as well
as the methodology followed to assess consequences for these functions due to offshore wind
development plans in the different scenarios.
In chapter 3 ‘Scenario output and consequence for non-wind sea functions’ for each scenario
a short overview of scenario input settings is given together with a map in which the spatial
distribution of the identified suitable areas for wind energy production is shown. The maps
show, in different green/blue tints, for each calculation step followed the spatial distribution
of identified suitable offshore wind development areas. The final result, after implementation
of all constraints, is shown in dark green. For each ‘cap’ an overview is tabulated including
the amount of space found suitable for offshore wind and the amount of energy that can be
generated. This information can be used by the offshore wind sector and informs the policy
maker on the renewable energy gained.
Consequences for the non-wind sea use functions are shown as well in chapter 3. The area of
a particular function that overlaps with the proposed wind energy development sites is
calculated both for the sea use function as a whole as for each category within. Percentages
shown here represent the amount of space within a wind park. This way of presenting the data
is most informative for the offshore wind sector and policy makers alike. It shows which nonwind sea uses are contributing most the area made available to OWP. It is not shown how
much space this represents of the total available space for that function (see chapter 4). The
final outcome is also compared with the original constraints that were used as input to the
DSS tool.
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In chapter 4 ‘Difference between the scenarios’ consequences for the non-wind sea use
functions under the different scenarios are compared with each other. Furthermore result show
how much of the total available space for a particular function is overlapping with proposed
wind parks. This reveals how big the share of the total available space is now found suitable
for offshore wind development. By presenting the results in this way, the non-wind
stakeholders and policy makers are informed on the impact size for each of them. This
analysis makes clear if the impact for offshore wind park development is distributed evenly
among the countries and for the different scenarios.
Chapter 5 ‘Possibilities and constraints in co-usage of OWE areas’ focuses on the
possibilities and constraints in combining wind parks with other forms of usage. As can be
seen in Figure 1 the basic assumption for the analysis of incremental OWE potential is that
there are clusters of wind turbines, leaving space not only between the wind turbines but also
between the clusters. Although these areas could potentially be utilized by other
users/functions there might be some restrictions in co-use and additional measures might be
required to optimize synergy. Constraints in co-using OWP related to the different non-wind
sea use functions are investigated together with compatibilities.

Figure 1: Possible setup of clusters of wind turbines within a wind park (left) and turbine layout within a
cluster (right) leaving space for co-use.

In chapter 6 ’conclusions’ the outcome of this study is summarised. Recommendations for
politicians and for further research are provided.
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2

Methodology

To examine the consequences for the non-wind sea use functions, the amount of space found
suitable for OWE production is identified first for each scenario. Next the consequences for
each scenario are examined followed by a comparison of the implications under the different
scenarios. Finally possibilities for co-use that can potentially limit negative consequences are
investigated.

2.1

Scenarios

Possibilities for incremental offshore wind energy are investigated for four scenarios. The
scenarios differ in spatial prioritization and technological development, see Figure 2.
Due to uncertainty in the development of wind turbine technology in the future (x-axis Figure
2) two sets of settings are proposed that differ in allowance for distance to shore and water
depth. Regarding technological constraints a distinction can therefore be made between the
‘Going Solo’ and ‘Little will, little wind’ scenarios versus ‘Grand Design’ and ‘In the Deep’
scenarios. Spatial prioritization (y-axis Figure 2) leads to a different pattern in possibilities for
co-use and prioritization of wind energy over non-wind sea use functions. Again two sets of
settings are drafted leading to a distinction between the ‘Little will, little wind’ and ‘In the
Deep’ scenarios versus ‘Going Solo’ and ‘Grand Design’ scenarios. More elaborate
information about the scenario settings can be found in deliverable 6.1 and Appendix a:
Scenario settings.

Figure 2: Scenarios and their relative position considering cost/technology development vs. spatial
prioritization for OWE.
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Due to different input settings scenarios can be described as follows: ‘Little will, little wind’
can be characterized as business-as-usual with low progress in technological development and
offshore infrastructure. NREAP targets will be met by 2020 but not much additional effort in
offshore wind energy generation is foreseen. In ‘Going Solo’ offshore wind has an higher
priority with significant spatial prioritization for offshore wind. Technology doesn’t develop
much from current levels and offshore grid infrastructure possibilities are limited preventing
development of wind parks further from shore. Due to R&D priorities, faster technical
development and effort in cross border coordination with neighbouring countries, offshore
wind generation is pushed farther away from shore in the ‘In the Deep’ scenario. In this
scenario near to shore offshore wind park development has lower prioritization. In ‘Grand
Design’ possibilities for offshore wind generation are optimal. OWE is integrated in future
plans and compromise is sought with certain permissible non-wind sea use functions in order
to find space for offshore wind development. Cross border synergy and cooperation is
maximised with an optimised offshore grid to facilitate energy exchange (Cameron et al.,
2011).
Both the scenarios ‘In the Deep’ and ‘Grand Design’ consist of two sub scenarios, one with a
depth constraint of 70 meters and one without. This 70 meter depth constraint has been
implemented since significant technological development is required – in the form of floating
turbine technology – in order to be able to build wind parks at water depths exceeding 70
meters (Jacquemin et al., 2009). As a result six sets of three output maps are drafted in total,
however this report will focus on the depth constrained results which offers an arguably more
realistic vision of the future in 2030.

2.2

Identification of suitable wind park development
locations

For each scenario a map is presented showing three progressive stages of the spatial
distribution of (non-) suitable areas for offshore wind development, see also deliverable 4.2
(Schillings et al., 2011). As NREAP goals are expected to be reached in 2020 and set as a
starting point, identified areas in the scenarios are incremental. The different stages to derive
at suitable locations include; spatial potential, first and second order economic potential, see
Figure 3.
The calculation process followed to arrive at the spatial distribution of suitable areas for OWP
development in each process step is depicted here. More in depth information can be found in
deliverable 6.1 (Cameron et al., 2011).
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DSS scenario calculations

Scenario dependent settings for;
1. depth and distance to shore
2. possibility for co-use with other
sea – use functions

Outcome: Spatial potential
Scenario independent settings for;
1. CAPEX input parameters
2. OPEX input parameters
3. Financing
Scenario dependent settings for;
4. Policy ambitions
5. Learning

RESolve E calculations
(without grid constrains)

Outcome: First order economic potential

Scenario dependent settings for;
1. Onshore connection philosophy
2. Offshore grid (meshed / radial)

SINTEF / COMPETES + RESolve
calculations

Spatial distribution
over DSS (other sea
use functions) for

Outcome: Second order economic potential

Figure 3: Flow chart of the different steps to designate areas suitable for offshore wind generation.

Step 1 - DSS scenario calculations. Preliminary results are generated on scenario settings
based on differences in technology development and spatial prioritization for offshore wind
energy (see also Figure 2), keeping in mind competitions for space with other non-wind sea
use functions and nature. It determines where a given sea use function has a strong claim on
an area and where it has an weaker claim or possibly no claim at all. More information about
calculation rules and methodology for DSS calculations can be found in deliverable 3.3, 4.2
and 6.1 (van der Wal et al., 2011b; Schillings et al., 2011; Cameron et al., 2011).
Only the incremental potential is shown in this report. As a base case it is assumed that
NREAP goals are achieved in 2020. Parks already in operation and in different stages of
development are not included in the predictions of wind generation and identification of
suitable areas for OWE development. In Table 1 and Figure 4 the capacity and spatial
distribution is shown of the operational and planned wind parks within the WINDSPEED
area. The planned capacity, fifth column in Table 1 represent the first preliminary capacity,
this amount will decline when the parks are worked out in more detail.
Table 1. Overview of operational wind parks and wind parks at different stages of development within
the WINDSPEED area, numbers represent capacity in MW.
Country EEZ
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Ireland
Netherlands
Norway
United kingdom
Grand total

Operational
423
60
550
228
528
1759

Construction

Authorised

400

18
4050
3509

400

622
8199

Planned
2299
2800
22979
1100
8192
1500
63030
101901

Grand total
2299
3241
27489
1620
11929
1500
64180
112259
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Figure 4: Spatial distribution of wind parks within the WINDSPEED area that are operational or in
different stages of development.

Step 2 - RESolve-E calculations. For each scenario the RESolve-E model categorizes the
spatial potential in bands. For each band the capacity, average wind energy capital expenses
(CAPEX), Operating Expenses (OPEX) and full load hours are used. Using this information
the model calculates a dynamic cost supply curve per country for wind offshore. Each
scenario has different assumptions on support levels and ambitions for wind offshore. A result
of the model is that only part of the spatial potential will be used. This potential can be
extracted from the DSS in the form of maps by looking at the marginal OWE capacity used
per country and putting this maximum levelized production costs (LPC) value as a constraint
in the DSS.
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Step 3 - NetOP calculations. Next to technological development in wind turbine technique,
prioritization with other sea functions and costs for electricity generation, constraints due to
grid connection and market integration is a crucial factor. Not all the preliminary identified
wind energy that potentially can be generated at reasonable costs will indeed be realized
because of grid constraints and competition between investments cost of offshore grid
infrastructure and the marginal costs of operation of traditional generated sources. Again two
different sets of settings are formulated based on onshore grid connection (or allowance of
international connection) and (im)possibilities for offshore meshed grid. Regarding the grid
connection simulations, only radial connection of offshore wind parks to the national grid has
been considered for the ‘Going Solo’ and ‘Little will, little wind’ scenarios. For the ‘Grand
Design’ and ‘In the Deep’ scenarios, similar assumption of radial connection has been used
for distances up to 70km from shore. Potentially available offshore wind energy at distances
equal or higher than 70km have been considered as part of the transnational meshed offshore
grid. Clustering of offshore wind areas into “offshore clusters or hubs” making up the nodes
of the offshore grid has been done assuming both economically favourable conditions
regarding distance to shore as well as enough installed capacity density MW/km2 of the area
covered by each cluster, for details see D6.3 (Hernando et al., 2011).
As a result of the different constraints potential areas found suitable for wind park
development will decline gradually following step 1 through 3 since additional areas are
excluded. Only areas most suitable in both economic terms as in terms of interference with
other sea use functions remain. For this report it is the final results (after all constraints have
been applied) that are the most relevant since only this output delivers the most realistic
indication of the assumed areas for incremental OWP development.

2.3

Sea use functions

Sea use functions considered to be important users of the North Sea and which are included in
drafting the scenarios are:
1. Shipping
2. Nature conservation - Marine protected Areas (MPA) and N2000 areas
3. Wildlife - areas with high natural value
4. Sand extraction
4. Fisheries
5. Military activities
6. Oil and gas extraction
7. Cables and pipelines
Not all areas are equally important for the non-wind sea use functions. Consequences of wind
park development plans are therefore depending on the proposed site as well. For the
functions shipping, wildlife, fisheries and military usage a further distinction is therefore
made into different categories (van der Wal et al., 2011b).
Fisheries is a widespread sea use function that comprehends the whole WINDSPEED area.
The consequences for fisheries will depend firstly on the type of fisheries and secondly on the
fishing effort at a certain location. For the purpose of WINDSPEED the focus is laid upon
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vessel using trawlers and engine sizes of >300 hp. Six categories are identified concerning
effort; National important areas (>5% effort from national fleet) and five levels that range
from <0.25% effort to >2% effort.
Nature reserves include Marine Protected Areas (MPA) which include Natura 2000-areas.
Next to MPA’s, areas important for wildlife are identified as well. Based on the distribution of
benthos, sea mammals, birds and fish richness areas are classified as ‘high concern’, ‘medium
concern’, ‘concern’ or ‘low concern’ in nature value.
Shipping lanes are dived into IMO shipping lanes (excluded for OWP development) and
further categorised according to shipping density. Four classes are identified ranging from less
than one ship every four days to more than one ship a day.
The sea-use function sand extraction includes areas used to mine sand or other aggregates.
Dredging is excluded since this coincides with shipping lanes. No sub-categories were defined
for sand extraction.
Military activities are categorised in three classes increasing in possibilities for wind park
development. The ‘red’ class consist of former dumping sites or sites with unknown purpose.
In these areas wind park development is excluded. The ‘yellow’ class include activities such
as mine testing, ship firing, bombing and submarine exercises. Some wind park development
is allowed in these areas. However the green class gives the best change for wind park
development, these areas are used for aircraft manoeuvres.
Sea use functions oil and gas extraction and cables and pipelines are respected for 100% for
all scenarios, implying that development of wind parks is not allowed at locations used for oil
and gas extraction or cables and pipelines. However, scenarios differ in the future growth path
of both functions. Decommissioning rates of platforms are estimated and decline, depending
on the scenario, from the original number of 750 platforms to 303 or 100 in 2030. A yearly
increase rate of area for cables is estimated to be 1 or 0.5% depending on the scenario
considered, while pipelines have in increase rate of 2 or 1%. Since it is not possible to
quantitatively examine the consequences for non-wind sea use function 6 and 7, increase /
decrease rates are a given and claimed space is fully respected, emphasize is laid on the sea
use functions 1 till 5.
Non-wind sea use functions are more comprehensively described in work package 3.

2.4

Consequences for non-wind sea use functions

To determine the consequences of wind development plans for each of the non-wind sea use
function (including nature) mentioned in paragraph 2.3, the areal overlap with the non-wind
sea use functions is calculated first.
As mentioned before, consequences are not solely depending on the amount of space that was
previously available and is now identified as suitable for offshore wind park development but
also on the characteristics of that particular area. Shipping for instance, will be more affected
when wind parks are proposed at sites with high traffic densities than at sites with low traffic
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densities. The same is true for wildlife, fisheries and military activities. Therefore the different
categories within a function are considered as well in a second step of the analysis.
Results are shown for the WINDSPEED area as a whole and for the EEZ for each country
individually. A distinction is made because it could be well possible that the consequence for
a particular function is not severe considering the WINDPSEED area while it is, relative for
the EEZ of one specific country. Scenario outcomes are also compared with each other and
possibilities for co-use, lowering the impact, are investigated as well.
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3

Scenario output and consequences for
non-wind sea use functions

For all scenarios the spatial overlap of proposed offshore wind parks with each non-wind sea
use function is calculated. First an overview of the scenario input settings is given together
with the scenario outcome and spatial distribution of identified suitable areas for OWE
development. Consequences for other sea use functions (in terms of claimed area) is made
explicit for the different categories within the functions as well and compared with input
settings. In ‘Appendix a: Scenario settings’ a more elaborate overview of the scenario settings
is given, see also deliverable 6.1 for more details (Cameron et al., 2011).

3.1

Little will/ little wind

3.1.1

Scenario settings

Water depth and distance to shore are limiting factors in terms of where offshore wind parks
can be built. At great depths and large distances costs for wind energy will increase
significantly. As a result parks are built fairly close to shore and are connected radially. Due
to low political will sea use functions are respected to a great extent and assumed future
development of other sea functions and their future spatial claims are relatively high. In Table
2 an overview is given of the implications for the scenario settings (only for the parameters
that differ between the scenarios).
Table 2: Scenario input settings.
Field
Technical
constraints

Parameter
Water depth
Distance to shore

Other sea use
functions

Shipping
Military
Oil and Gas
Cables and pipelines
Sand extraction
Nature reserve
Fisheries

Grid implications

3.1.2

Onshore connection
philosophy
Offshore grid
philosophy

Scenario values
<50 m for all countries except UK (55 m)
Differs per country: DE (175 km), NL (100 km), BE
(80 km), UK (175 km), NO (150 km), DK (70 km).
All IMO lanes + highest density lanes are excluded for
OWP
All excluded for OWP
Less strictly decommissioning policy resulting in
overall clearance of 5.89 km
Baseline increase resulting in spatial claim for cables
610, pipelines 520 (x100) km2
As current situation
All Nature 2000 areas completely excluded
Based on fishing effort partial OWP development is
possible
Only country specific connection
Radial grid only

Description of scenario outcome

In Figure 5 the spatial distribution of suitable areas for offshore wind energy is shown for
different stages of the constraint modelling process. Please note that in the figure only
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incremental potential is shown, any planned parks or wind parks that are currently under
development are not included. As can be seen in the figure a relatively big share of the
preliminary found areas identified by DSS is not suitable after policy/growth constraints are
considered, see also Table 3. Especially in the British EEZ this difference is pronounced,
while in the Norwegian EEZ not much space is lost due to RESolve-E and NetOP cap
restrictions. The area lost in the final step, after the NetOP calculations, is relatively small (an
additional 2.6%). In this scenario no suitable locations for offshore wind park development is
found in the EEZ of Belgium.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the distribution of suitable incremental areas for OWP development after each
process step for the “Little will, little wind’ scenario. Light green areas show the first spatial
potential, bright green areas show first economic potential and areas in dark green show
second order potential (final results).
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In Table 3 an overview of the scenario outcome is given for each calculation step. Space
available for OWP decreases significantly (>70%) from the preliminary to the final results. As
a result also consequences for non-wind sea use function is reduced considerable.
Table 3: Overview of installed capacity and area found suitable for OWE development.
Installed capacity
(GW)
30.7
9.1
8.1

Spatial claim for OWP
(x 1000 km2)
15.4
4.6
4.2

First spatial potential
First order economic potential
Second order economic
potential
Total wind capacity of wind energy; scenario output + planned / realized = 37.9 GW

3.1.3

Consequences / impact for other sea functions

2

Figure 6: Division of the incremental suitable OWP area (x1000 km ) between the countries (left
graph) and portion of EEZ (within the WINDSPEED area) claimed for OWP (right graph).
Scenario ‘Little will, little wind’.

The incremental area found suitable for offshore wind park development is shown in Figure 6
for the final outcome (including NetOP-cap). In Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands the
largest areas were found (both in terms of space as relative to EEZ) while none was found in
Belgium. Although, in terms of km2, the similar amount of space was found in the UK and in
Norway, in Norway this area accounts for almost twice the amount relative to its EEZ.
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Figure 7: Percentage of the incremental suitable OWP area that was previously available for other sea
use functions. Results for the whole WINDSPEED area and per country. Scenario ‘Little will,

little wind’.

In Figure 7 spatial overlap of proposed offshore wind parks (only 0.9% of the WINDSPEED
area!) with other sea use functions are depicted. Identified suitable offshore wind areas
overlap for 100% with previous available fish ground and nature (wildlife) areas. Since the
whole North Sea area was available for fishing and wildlife prior to wind park development
this is a given for all scenarios. Within the areas found suitable for offshore wind in this
scenario, shipping routes overlap for about 20% within the parks considering the whole
WINDSPEED area. In Denmark this portion is a bit higher (36%). Other sea use functions
(MPA, sand extraction and military) are not affected at all as a consequence of scenario
settings.
Since the total area that is found suitable for offshore wind doesn’t include more than 0.9% of
the total WINDSPEED area, see Figure 6, the portion of the total available space not suitable
anymore for the other non-wind sea use functions comprehend just a small part (0.9% for both
fisheries and wildlife and not even 0.3% for shipping lanes, see also Figure 32). The
consequences for the other sea use functions are therefore expected to be minor in this
scenario.
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Figure 8: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) of shipping lanes that were previously
available for shipping, sub divided by country and category (shipping density expressed in
average number of ships per day). Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category that is affected for the total WINDSPEED area.

In this scenario IMO lanes with high ship densities and lanes receiving more than one ship a
day are excluded for offshore wind park development. Lanes receiving the vast majority of
traffic are therefore excluded for offshore wind development from the start. The other
categories, being the more informal lanes receiving traffic densities ranging from less than 1
ship a day to areas that receive just one ship every four days, were available for 100%. Only a
very small amount (0.3%) of the shipping lanes present in the WINDSPEED area are actual
claimed. A more in depth analysis show that from the total affected area for shipping routes
especially the lanes with intermediate density are affected (areas receiving one ship every day
and areas receiving ship traffic once every 2 days), see Figure 8.
In terms of area Denmark is affected the most. While in Denmark the lanes receiving less than
one ship every 2 days are affected the most, in all other countries areas receiving less than one
ship a day are mainly affected. In Germany and the Netherlands more dense shipping lanes
are present near shore due to important harbours (and are therefore excluded). Moreover, in
the EEZ of Denmark shipping lanes are more concentrated claiming less space (Wal van der
et al., 2011a). It can be concluded that the impact of wind development on shipping is
marginal in this scenario because not only the spatial overlap is very limited, just minor vessel
numbers are affected due to the origin of the affected areas.
Areas claimed for offshore wind development that were previously available for wildlife are
divided well between different countries, see Figure 9. Looking at the total WINDSPEED area
mainly the areas classified as ‘raised concern’ are claimed for offshore wind development (1.3
% of total WINDSPEED area). This is well below scenario settings that allow 70% overlap.
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Figure 9: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for wildlife, sub
divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area.

Figure 10: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for fisheries,
sub divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area.

Especially in Denmark and the Netherlands a relative big area is designated for OWE
development upon former fishing grounds. In both countries the somewhat intermediate
important areas, 0.5-1.0% effort areas, are affected the most. However, considering the total
WINDSPEED area only 2.4% of this category of the total available grounds is prioritised in
favour of offshore wind development. Since a maximum of 40% overlap was allowed for this
category, just a small fraction is actually claimed.
It can be concluded that in this scenario sand extraction, military and N2000/MPA are not
affected at all and that the consequences for the non-wind sea use functions that are affected is
expected to be minor. Several reasons underlay this statement. Firstly only a very small
amount of space is actually prioritized for OWE, not even 1% of the total WINDSPEED area
and mainly the less important areas are affected. Secondly it has to be considered that even
within a proposed site for offshore wind generation 70 per cent is free of turbines leaving
space for wildlife, shipping and possibly even fisheries.
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3.2

Going Solo

3.2.1

Scenario settings

Technical constraints (water depth and distance to shore settings) are similar to the ‘Little will,
little wind’ scenario. However in this scenario there is more political will for offshore wind
energy close to shore leading to a different prioritization of other non-wind sea use functions
in favour of OWP. Additionally it is assumed that there will be higher decommissioning rates
of oil and gas platforms and lower increase rates of cables and pipelines compared to the
‘Little will, little wind’ scenario. In Table 4 an overview of the implications for the scenario
settings (only for the parameters that differ between the scenarios) is given.
Table 4: Scenario input settings.
Field
Technical
constraints

Parameter
Water depth
Distance to shore

Other sea use
functions

Shipping
Military
Oil and Gas
Cables and pipelines
Sand extraction
Nature reserve

Grid implications

3.2.2

Fisheries
Onshore connection
philosophy
Offshore grid
philosophy

Scenario values
<50 m for all countries except UK (<55 m)
Differs per country: DE (175 km), NL (100 km), BE
(80 km), UK (175 km), NO (150 km), DK (70 km).
Only IMO lanes are excluded for OWP
50% of the area is available for OWP development,
ammunition dumping sites are excluded.
Strict decommissioning policy resulting in overall
clearance of 2.14 km2
Reduced growth rates resulting in spatial claim for
cables 552, pipelines 510 (x 100) km2
Displaced outside the 12 nm limit
10% of all nature areas allowed based on best
economic performance
All available for OWP
Only country specific connection
Radial grid only

Description of scenario outcome

In Figure 11 the spatial distribution of suitable areas for offshore wind energy is shown.
Please note that in the figure only incremental potential is shown, any planned or wind parks
that are currently under development are not included. Almost half of the identified space by
the DSS is still available after RESolve-E restrictions (49%), see also Table 5. Denmark loses
a big share of the preliminary identified space found suitable for OWE development due to
NetOp constraints, see Figure 11. 40% of the space found suitable by the preliminary DSS
outcome remains after the final cap. In this scenario suitable locations for offshore wind park
development are found in all countries. In contrast with the ‘Little will, little wind’ scenario
space for offshore wind was also found in the EEZ of Belgium.
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Figure 11: Evolvement of the distribution of suitable area for OWP development after each process
step for the “Going Solo’ scenario. Light green areas show the first spatial potential, bright
green areas show first economic potential and areas in dark green show second order
potential (final results).
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Table 5: Overview of installed capacity and area found suitable for OWE development.
Installed capacity (GW)

Spatial claim for OWP
(x 1000 km2)
45.1
22.2

First spatial potential
86.9
First order economic
42.3
potential
Second order economic
33.4
17.9
potential
Total wind capacity of incremental wind energy; scenario output + planned / realized = 68.1 GW

3.2.3

Consequences / impact for other sea functions

2

Figure 12: Division of the incremental suitable OWP area (x1000 km ) between the countries (left
graph) and portion of EEZ (within the WINDSPEED) area claimed for OWP (right graph).
Scenario ‘Going Solo’.

Additional space made available for OWE equals 4% of the total WINDSPEED area in this
scenario. Although in every country suitable locations are found there are some differences
between them. The most extreme difference was found when comparing Germany (16% of its
EEZ is found suitable) with Norway (only 0.4% is found suitable), see Figure 12. Although
the areal claim for Belgium is low (100 km2) compared to the other countries, relative to its
EEZ in Belgium even more space is found in comparison to the United Kingdom.
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Figure 13: Percentage of incremental suitable OWP area that was previously available for other sea
use functions. Results for the whole WINDSPEED area and per country. Scenario ‘Going

Solo’.

In Figure 13 the consequences for the sea use functions are shown for the final ‘Going Solo’
scenario output. As can be seen the largest areal claim is laid upon former fishing grounds and
important areas for wildlife for reasons explained before. In this scenario also some space is
claimed that was previously available for sand extraction, military use and N2000/MPA.
18.4% of the incremental offshore wind area was previously used by the military considering
the total WINDSPEED area. Therefore the consequences for military are relative severe in
this scenario compared to the sea use functions shipping, N2000/MPA and sand extraction.
Consequences for the sea functions are divided proportional between the countries with the
exception of Germany (were a big part of the incremental offshore wind space was previously
used by the military) and Belgium (in the case of sand extraction).
In Norway proposed sites for offshore wind do not overlap with shipping lanes, for Belgium
there is a very limited overlap. From the WINDSPEED countries Germany, United Kingdom
and Denmark are affected the most in this respect, both in terms of spatial claim as in terms of
ship density, see Figure 14. Since in this scenario possibilities for offshore wind are found
close to shore were also harbours are located, interference with high density ship lanes is
likely and unavoidable. Ship lanes in the Netherlands are affected to a lower extend in both
spatial terms as in terms of ship density.
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Figure 14: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for shipping,
sub divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area.

Although the first impression could be that consequences to shipping lanes are severe only a
very small portion (1.0 %) of existing lanes overlap with proposed OWE sites while 100%
overlap was allowed in this scenario.

Figure 15: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for wildlife, sub
divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area.

Considering wildlife, especially the categories ‘raised concern’ and ‘low concern’ overlap
with the identified incremental suitable offshore wind areas in spatial terms. However as
portion of total available space within the WINSPEED area the ‘concern’ area is affected
similar compared to the ‘low concern’ (around 3 - 4%), see Figure 15.
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Figure 16: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for fisheries,
sub divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area.

Considering fisheries, the impact is greatest for Germany (both spatially as effort wise), while
the impact is less for Norway and Belgium. Furthermore especially areas identified with high
fishing effort are affected including some national important areas (predominantly in the UK),
see Figure 16. This is a result of finding incremental space for wind energy close to shore;
areas were also fisheries like to be. Fishing closer to shore safes on fuel costs.
Scenario settings allow an maximum OWE spatial claim of 15% of the category ‘>2%’ effort
areas. As can be seen in Figure 16 offshore wind areas compromise 12.5% of this category so
the maximum claim for those areas are almost reached. Overall can be concluded that the
consequences for OWP development are relatively severe for fisheries in this scenario
especially concerning Germany.

Figure 17: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for military, sub
divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area. Legend: green bars
represent areas used to practice aircraft maneuvers and are considered suitable for OWP
development, yellow bars represents mine testing, ship firing etc, considered suitable for
OWP but to a lesser extent. The red category represents former dumping sites and sites with
unknown activity. These are considered not suitable for OWP and are not included in graphs.
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As can be seen in Figure 17 military terrain is claimed in the Netherlands, UK and Germany,
mainly consisting of the yellow category being used for mine testing, ship firing etc. In
Germany the largest areas previously used by the military is found suitable for OWE, mainly
consisting of the yellow category but also some areas of the green category (airplane flying
zones). The category red, being mines dumps, is excluded for wind park development for
obvious reasons.
It can be concluded that in this scenario Germany is affected (in percentage of EEZ) the most
by OWP development. A relative big share (especially in EEZ of the Netherlands, United
Kingdom and Germany) of the space previously used by fisheries is claimed for offshore wind
in this scenario including important areas. Although large areas remain for fisheries these are
located further away from shore). Sand extraction grounds are relatively heavily impacted in
Belgium. The same is true for military use in Germany. Remaining functions seems less
impacted, just a small portion is claimed for OWE development and consequences are not
expected to be severe.

3.3

In the Deep

3.3.1

Scenario settings

In the ‘In the Deep’ scenario there are no constraints considering distance to shore.
Furthermore it is assumed that in 20 years’ time technological development has made it
possible to construct wind turbines at greater depths. Also grid implications are less
conservative allowing for international connections and meshed grid possibilities for clusters
of turbines further from shore. In this way this scenario differs from the former two. All other
sea use functions are respected to a great extent (limited spatial prioritization) and assumed
future development of other sea functions and their future spatial claims are relatively high
corresponding with the ‘Little will, little wind’ scenario. In Table 6 an overview is given of the
implications for the scenario settings (only for the parameters that differ between the
scenarios).
Table 6: Scenario input settings.
Field
Technical
constraints
Other sea use
functions

Parameter
Water depth
Distance to shore
Shipping
Military
Oil and Gas
Cables and pipelines

Grid
implications

Sand extraction
Nature reserve
Fisheries
Onshore connection
philosophy
Offshore grid
philosophy

Scenario values
< 70 m
No limit
All IMO lanes + highest density lanes are excluded for OWP
All excluded for OWP
Less strictly decommissioning policy resulting in overall
clearance of 5.89 km
Baseline increase resulting in spatial claim for cables 610,
pipelines 520 (x 100) km2
As current situation
All nature 2000 areas completely excluded
Based on fishing effort partial OWP development is possible
International connections allowed
Meshed grid allowed for clusters exceeding distance of 70
km from shore
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3.3.2

Description of scenario outcome

In Figure 18 the spatial distribution of suitable areas for offshore wind energy is shown for the
situation with a 70m depth constraint (green colours) and without (blue colours). Please note
that in the figure only incremental potential is shown, any planned or wind parks currently
under development are not included. In the scenario ‘In the Deep’ much more space is found
in the DSS than in the former two scenarios. Especially in the United Kingdom large parts of
the preliminary results are not suitable anymore after the RESolve-E cap. Although the UK
have substantial wind energy potential, this potential is expensive to utilize because of
unfavourable soil conditions and long distances to connection points. Large areas are also
excluded due to existing offshore wind park plans (round three).
The spatial distribution of suitable areas for OWP is however very different from the ‘Little
will, little wind’ and ‘Going Solo’ scenarios. Less space is found in the Netherlands and in
Germany due to conflicts with shipping and fish ground among others. In Belgium no space is
found at all. Suitable areas are mainly located in the central regions of the North Sea in the
EEZ of the United Kingdom, Norway and Demark (considering the unconstraint version).
It might be possible that the development of floating technology stays behind and turns out to
be not economical feasible by 2030. As a result it seems unrealistic that water depths
exceeding 70m can be utilized for offshore wind energy production. Implementing a 70m
depth constrain, space is lost in the United Kingdom and Norway. Compared to the
unconstrained version 37% of the space is lost with 39% of the energy production. The
remaining space should still account for 196.4 TWh of wind energy.
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Figure 18: Evolvement of the distribution of suitable area for OWP development after each process
step for the “In the Deep” scenario. Without 70m depth constraint in blue colours, with 70m
depth constraint in green colours. Light green/blue areas show first spatial potential, bright
green/blue areas show first economic potential and areas in dark green/blue show second
order potential (final results).
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Table 7: Overview of installed capacity and area found suitable for OWE development.
Installed capacity
(GW)

Spatial claim for OWP
(x 1000 km2)

Without 70m depth constraint
First spatial potential
268.9
First order economic potential
80.4
Second order economic
NA
potential
With 70m depth constraint
First spatial potential
138.6
First order economic potential
48.6
Second order economic
48.6
potential
Total wind capacity of incremental wind energy; scenario output + planned

3.3.3

134.4
35.3
35.3

69.3
24.6
22.3
/ realized = 92.8 GW

Consequences / impact for other sea functions – 70m depth constraint

Figure 19: Division of the suitable OWP area (x1000 km2) between the countries (left graph) and
portion of EEZ (within the WINDSPEED area) claimed for OWP (right graph). Scenario ‘In the

Deep’ with a 70m depth constraint.

Five per cent of the total WINDSPEED area is found suitable for incremental offshore wind
(compared to 8% of the unconstraint version), see Figure 19. In this scenario Denmark is the
country were the most incremental space was found for wind development, in Belgium no
space could be found.
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Figure 20: Percentage of the suitable OWP area that was previously available for other sea use
functions. Results for the whole WINDSPEED area and per country. Scenario ‘In the Deep’
with a 70m depth constraint.

For each country were space was found suitable for OWP, areas previously used for fisheries
and wildlife completely overlap with the WINDSPEED areas. Considering the whole
WINDSPEED area 22% of space within the OWE areas were previously used as shipping
routes. Most severe affected country in this respect is Denmark (29% of the identified
offshore wind areas overlap with shipping). There is only 3% overlap in the Netherlands with
shipping lanes while in the ‘Little will, little wind’ scenario, were space for offshore wind was
found closer the shore, the Netherlands was much more impacted regarding shipping being
the second country in that respect. Areas used by the non-wind sea use functions sand
extraction, military and marine protected areas are not claimed.
Figure 21 shows that areas allocated to IMO ship lanes are excluded for wind park
development. The other shipping lane categories do overlap with offshore wind park
development areas. Especially in Denmark areas used as ship lanes are claimed, mainly the
category receiving a ship once every two days. Complete overlap with ship lanes was allowed
in the scenario settings, for the three lowest densely categories only a small portion is actually
claimed (between 2 and 4 %), the higher densely used lanes (more than one ship a day) no
space was claimed. Because dense lanes and IMO lanes are respected most ship traffic is not
hindered. Furthermore there seems to be possibilities to integrate both functions (see chapter
5) diminishing conflicts even further.
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Figure 21: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for shipping,
sub divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area.

Figure 22: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for wildlife, sub
divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area.

Looking at Figure 22 it can be seen that although 100% of the offshore wind park areas
overlaps with important areas for wildlife overall just a small portion, 5% of the total
available space, is actually claimed. Looking at the different categories especially space of the
low concern category is claimed namely 6.2%. Since up to 90% was allowed for the low
concern category only a small portion is actually claimed. From the higher categories around
4.5% is claimed while 70% (raised concern) and 60% (high concern) of overlap was allowed.
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Figure 23: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for fisheries,
sub divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area.

The total space that overlaps with offshore wind development areas does not change much
compared to ‘Going Solo’ scenario, but the distribution between the categories does. The high
effort areas are affected to a lower extent relatively to the ‘Little will, little wind’ and ‘Going
Solo’ scenarios. The reason is that suitable areas are found deeper at sea. The >2.0% category
is affected for 12.4% in ‘Going Solo’ while in this scenario only 4.7% of the total available
grounds overlap for this category. Since only 30% of the >2.0% effort-areas is allowed to
overlap with OWP areas, the space for this category is for 15% used in this scenario. The
other categories are used for less than 12% of the permitted overlap.

3.4

Grand Design

3.4.1

Scenario settings

In the ‘Grand Design’ scenario the best possibilities for offshore wind are created.
Technological development overcomes constraints to a certain extent and cross border
synergies and corporation is maximised with an offshore meshed grid to support exchange of
energy. Offshore wind receives prioritization and it is assumed that the future development of
other sea functions, and corresponding future spatial claims, have a lower increase rate
compared to predictions made for the scenarios ‘In the Deep’ and ‘Little will, little wind’. An
overview of major scenario settings is tabulated in Table 8.
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Table 8: Scenario input settings.
Field
Technical
constraints
Other sea use
functions

Parameter
Water depth
Distance to shore
Shipping
Military
Oil and Gas
Cables and pipelines
Sand extraction
Nature reserve

Grid implications

3.4.2

Fisheries
Onshore connection
philosophy
Offshore grid
philosophy

Scenario values
< 70 m
No limit
Only IMO lanes are excluded for OWP
50% of the area is available for OWP
Strict decommissioning policy resulting in overall
clearance of 2.14 km.
Reduced growth rates resulting in spatial claim for
cables 552, pipelines 510 (x 100) km2
Displaced outside by OWP outside the 12 nm limit
10% of all nature areas allowed based on best
economic performance
All available for OWP
International connections allowed
Meshed grid allowed for clusters exceeding distance
of 70 km from shore

Description of scenario outcome

In Figure 24 the spatial distribution of (un)suitable areas for offshore wind energy is shown
for the situation with a 70m depth constraint (green colours) and without (blue colours).
Please note that in the figure only incremental potential is shown, any planned or wind parks
currently under development are not included. The scenario ‘Grand Design’ is the most
ambitious towards offshore wind. As a result large parts of the North Sea are found suitable
for OWP development. Implementing the 70m depth constraint a big share of potential space
for OWP is lost in Norway. Once floating technology can be implemented this part can be
utilized as well. A big band in Denmark is lost close to shore after the final cap in the depth
constrained version. The potential wind power that can be generated in Denmark’s EEZ is not
needed in Denmark itself but has to be transported to joining countries. With a ‘super grid’ in
place it is more likely that wind parks will be developed close to this grid instead as close to
shore.
Space for OWP is also found in Belgium and relative big parts are found suitable in the
Netherlands and Germany as well next to Denmark and Norway. In the final unconstrained
version a total of 67,400 km2 is found. In the depth constrained version 44,900 km2 is found,
see Table 9.
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Figure 24: Evolvement of the distribution of suitable area for OWP development after each process
step for the “Grand Design” scenario. Without 70m depth constraint in blue colours, with 70m
depth constraint in green colours. Light green/blue areas show first spatial potential, bright
green/blue areas show first economic potential and areas in dark green/blue show second
order potential (final results).
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Table 9: Overview of installed capacity and area found suitable for OWE development.
Installed capacity
(GW)

Spatial claim for OWP
(x 1000 km2)

Without 70m depth constraint
First spatial potential
442.4
222.9
First order economic potential
155.9
79.7
Second order economic potential
NA
67.4
With 70m depth constraint
First spatial potential
263.8
133.8
First order economic potential
110.0
56.0
Second order economic potential
92.4
44.9
Total wind capacity of incremental wind energy; scenario output + planned / realized = 134.8 GW

3.4.3

Consequences / impact for other sea functions – with 70m depth
constraint.

2

Figure 25: Division of the suitable OWP area (x1000 km ) between the countries (left graph) and
portion of EEZ (within the WINDSPEED area) claimed for OWP (right graph). Scenario
‘Grand Design’ with 70m depth constraint.

Applying a 70m depth constraint for offshore wind development to obtain more realistic
estimation, one third of the suitable OWE area is lost (mainly in Norway) leaving with a
suitable area consisting of 10% of the total WINDSPEED area. In terms of area the
Netherlands, Denmark, United Kingdom, Norway and Germany are roughly equally
important. In terms of portion of EEZ Germany is leading, claiming 20% of its EEZ for
offshore wind, see Figure 25.
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Figure 26: Percentage of the suitable OWP area that was previously available for other sea use
functions. Results for the whole WINDSPEED area and per country. Scenario ‘Grand Design’
with a 70m depth constraint.

Again space previously available for fisheries and wildlife overlap with 100% within the
incremental offshore wind areas. The offshore wind areas found suitable in Belgium overlap
for 51% with sand extraction grounds, consequences are therefore potentially severe for this
sea use function in Belgium depending on how much space for sand extraction is left outside
the offshore wind parks (see chapter 4). Relatively large areas of N2000/Marine Protected
Areas are claimed within the OWP areas found in the UK. In Germany a large part of the
military areas overlap with OWP, see Figure 26.

Figure 27: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for shipping,
sub divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area.
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Mainly areas with the highest ship densities, receiving more than one ship a day, and the
lowest density lanes, receiving one ship every four days, are identified as suitable for OWE
development. In this scenario complete overlap is permitted for all categories, but only 2.6%
of the total ship lanes are claimed considering the whole WINDSPEED area, see Figure 27.
All categories are claimed almost similar (between 2 and 3%) however in the United
Kingdom and Germany the dense lanes are affected mostly.

Figure 28: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for wildlife, sub
divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area.

Offshore wind park development areas overlap (in spatial term) mainly with the most
unimportant areas for wildlife. Since important areas (categorized as ‘high concern’)
comprehend a smaller part, as percentage of the total available space consequences are
relative high for this category, see right graph Figure 28. In this scenario an overlap of 60%
of the total available space is allowed for ‘high concern’ areas, around one fourth of this
category is actually claimed. The ‘high concern’ areas overlap mainly in OWP-areas proposed
in the EEZ of the Netherlands and Denmark.

Figure 29: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for fisheries,
sub divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area.
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Fishing grounds overlap heavily with OWP development plans including areas classified as
‘high effort’ as well as some areas classified as ‘national important’. In the category >2.0%
effort, 34% of the total grounds present for this category within the WINDSPEED area is
claimed. Although 100% overlap was allowed in this scenario still a relative large part is
claimed. Especially in the Netherlands and Germany offshore wind park development is
proposed in important fish areas, see Figure 29.

Figure 30: Area (left graph) and percentage (right graph) that was previously available for military, sub
divided by country and category. Left graph = country specific areal claims, right graph =
percentage of each category affected for the total WINDSPEED area. Legend: green bars
represent areas used to practice aircraft maneuvers and are considered suitable for OWP
development, yellow bars represents mine testing, ship firing etc, considered suitable for
OWP but to a lesser extent. The red category represents former dumping sites and sites with
unknown activity. These are considered not suitable for OWP and are not included in graphs.

Military areas overlap with offshore wind plans only in the Netherlands, United Kingdom and
Germany. Claimed areas are mainly located in the yellow category. For these countries
negotiation between the military is required. A total of 50% overlap with military activity was
allowed for both categories, one fifth is actually claimed considering the whole WINDSPEED
area.
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4

Difference between scenarios

In this chapter the consequences for the non-wind sea use functions in the four scenarios are
compared. The chapter addresses, firstly, the differences in the incremental amount of space
that is identified as suitable for offshore wind in the scenarios, and continues with a
comparison of relative impact on each sea use function. This is done by relating the spatial
claim from offshore wind energy development to the area previously available to a given sea
use function.

4.1

Considering spatial claims

As can be seen in Figure 31 space found for offshore wind development increases
progressively for the scenarios ‘Little will, little wind’ Æ ‘Going Solo’ Æ ‘In the Deep’ Æ
‘Grand Design’ together with the wind energy production (Table 3, Table 5, Table 7 and
Table 9 respectively). Considering the depth constrained versions, suitable area increases from
4,200 km2 (representing 0.9% of total WINDSPEED area) in the ‘Little will, little wind’
scenario up to 44,900 km2 in the ‘Grand Design’ scenario, representing 10% of the total
WINDSPEED area. The ‘Going Solo’ and ‘In the Deep’ scenarios do not differ much in this
respect, an increase of 25% in suitable offshore wind areas, representing an area of 4,400 km2,
is obtained extra in the ‘In the Deep’ scenario compared to ‘Going Solo’. This means that
under high (close to shore) spatial prioritization for offshore wind (Going Solo) a smaller
incremental area suitable for wind energy can be found compared to a scenario with low
spatial prioritization but high technological improvement (‘In the Deep’).

Figure 31: Amount of incremental space found suitable for OWP development for each scenario. In
terms of space (left graph) and in terms of percentage of EEZ of each country within the
WINDPSEED area (right graph). (In Belgium some space is found for offshore wind but due
to the scale this is not visible in the left graph).

Only in the scenarios ‘Going Solo’ and ‘Grand Design’ incremental space is found for
offshore wind in the EEZ of Belgium, meaning that only with high spatial prioritization (yaxis Figure 2) possibilities for offshore wind are generated for Belgium at the expense of
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other sea use functions. The same two scenarios deliver considerable additional offshore wind
possibilities for Germany: ‘Going Solo’ and ‘Grand Design’.
In the ‘In the Deep’ scenario the Netherlands do not play a significant role in extra offshore
wind development. In Norway and the UK not much incremental space is found in the
scenarios ‘Little will, little wind’ and ‘Going Solo’ due to the 50m depth constraint. In the
United Kingdom the ‘In the Deep’ and ‘Grand Design’ scenarios also do not identify much
incremental space for offshore wind. One reason is that a relatively large area is already
claimed by planned offshore wind parks (Round three), also large parts of suitable area are
lost after the RESolve E cap; soil conditions are unfavourable in some locations and there is a
lack of connection points, see also deliverable 6.1 (Cameron et al., 2011).
In the scenarios ‘In the Deep’ and ‘Grand Design’ Denmark has the largest economic
incremental potential for offshore wind, meaning that with technological development (no
50m depth constraint) and implementation of a ‘meshed grid’, potential in Denmark is large.
Norway has a large incremental potential as well in both scenarios but loses most of it due to
the 70m depth constraint. In the ‘Grand Design’ scenario the Netherlands, the United
Kingdom and Germany are big players as well. Consequences for non-wind sea use functions
are expected to be more severe in the Netherlands and in Germany compared to the United
Kingdom under this scenario as a larger part of the EEZ is found suitable for offshore wind in
both countries.

4.2

Considering non wind sea functions

Since the development of floating technology is uncertain and may not reach sufficient
maturity for broad scale deployment in the North Sea within the next 10 to 15 years, emphasis
is put upon the 70m depth constrained versions of ‘In the Deep’ and ‘Grand Design’ for the
period up to 2030. Please observe that the graphs in Figure 32 and Figure 33 differ from the
graphs presented in chapter 3. While in chapter 3 the percentage overlap of a certain sea
function within the OWP area is shown, here the percentage is expressed relative to the total
area presently available to a particular sea use function. Results are shown for the total
WINDSPEED area (Figure 32) and for each country individually (Figure 33).
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Figure 32: Overview of percentage effected sea use functions for the different scenarios for the whole
WINDSPEED area. Percentage of area that is affected for each sea use function relative to
the total space available for that specific function.

Effect of increasing spatial prioritization for offshore wind
The effect of spatial prioritization (y-axis Figure 2) can be examined by comparing the
scenarios ‘Little will, little wind’ with ‘Going Solo’ and ‘In the Deep’ with ‘Grand Design’.
As can be seen in Figure 32 N2000/MPA, Sand extraction and Military use are the sea uses
that are affected with higher spatial prioritization. Another effect is that larger areas
previously available for fisheries, wild life and shipping routes are claimed in the ‘Going
Solo’ and ‘Grand Design’ scenarios both in spatial terms as in terms of effort/density (see also
chapter 3). With low prioritization, fisheries and wildlife are the sea use functions affected the
most; with higher ambitions areas are also claimed that were previously available for sand
extraction and military. The consequences for those sea use functions are more pronounced
since they use smaller amounts of space compared to fisheries (which uses virtually the whole
North Sea). As a result sand extraction and military use are affected relatively more when part
of their space is claimed for offshore wind.
Effect of increasing technological capabilities
The effect of technological development (x-axis Figure 2) can be examined by comparing the
scenarios ‘Little will, little wind’ with ‘In the Deep’ and ‘Going Solo’ with ‘Grand Design’.
With higher technological development a larger share of the previously available space for the
non-wind sea use functions are claimed although not much difference is found within the
categories (effort/density). There is one clear exception: sand extraction. In the ‘Going Solo’
variant a larger share of the total available space for sand extraction is claimed compared to
the ‘Grand Design’ version. In general sand extraction takes place close to shore, in ‘Grand
Design’ areas found suitable for wind energy are located further from shore, with (relatively)
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smaller consequences for sand extraction (but also fisheries and shipping). In ‘Going Solo’
around 1/8th of the total available sand extraction area is claimed for wind energy.
Effects per country
In Figure 33 the part claimed by offshore wind of the total space previously available to nonwind sea use functions is shown for each country.

Figure 33: Overview of percentage effected sea use functions for the different scenarios per country.
Percentage of area that is affected for each sea use function relative to the total. Note that
the y-scale differs between the graphs.
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The effect of spatial prioritization (y-axis Figure 2) can be seen when comparing the left panel
with the right panel in Figure 33, where the right panel shows the sea use functions only
available to offshore wind development under high spatial prioritisation: Sand extraction,
N2000/MPA and Military use. These use functions are not affected at all in the scenarios
‘Little will, little wind’ and ‘In the Deep’, as per the scenario settings. Another conclusion is
that the consequences for the sea use functions shipping and N2000/MPA are relatively small
compared to the other non-wind sea use functions. In all scenarios and in all countries less
than 5% of the previously used space is claimed.
In Germany (20%), Denmark (17%) and the Netherlands (16%) a large share of grounds
previously available for fisheries and wildlife is claimed for wind energy in the ‘Grand
Design’ scenario. In the other countries less than 10% of previously available space is claimed
from fisheries and wildlife. In Denmark a relatively large share is also lost for both these sea
use functions in the scenario ‘In the Deep’, while the same is true for Germany in the ‘Going
Solo’ scenario.
Consequences for the sea use function sand extraction are severe for Denmark in the ‘Going
Solo’ scenario; more than half of the previously available space for sand extraction is lost.
This is also true for the United Kingdom in the ‘Grand Design’ scenario; around 32% of
previously available space is lost in the UK.
In the Netherlands and Germany the military ‘loses’ a relative large share of previously
available space with high spatial prioritization for offshore wind. Around 15% of the total
space used is lost in the scenario ‘Going Solo’; in the ‘Grand Design’ scenario 36% is lost in
the Netherlands.
Conclusions
• In the ‘Little will, little wind’ scenario consequences for the non-wind sea use functions
are minor; for all countries less than 3% of the previously available space is claimed for
wind energy.
• In the ‘Going Solo’ scenario sand extraction is by far the most affected sea use function in
Denmark, more than half of the previously available area is claimed. Areas used by
fisheries and wildlife are mainly affected in Germany (around 16% of previously used
space). Military terrain is mainly affected in the Netherlands and Germany.
• In the ‘In the Deep’ scenario wildlife and fisheries are affected mainly in Denmark. The
high effort areas are relatively less affected.
• In ‘Grand Design’ the United Kingdom ‘loses’ a relative large area previously available to
sand extraction (31.5%) and the Netherlands ‘loses’ a large part of military terrain
(35.9%). Fisheries and wildlife are affected in the Netherlands, Denmark and Germany
(between 15% and 20% of previously available space).
• Depending on the scenario, the consequences for the sea use functions sand extraction,
military terrain, fisheries and wildlife can be seen as relatively severe because a relatively
large part of previously available space is identified as suitable for OWE development.
The Netherlands, Denmark and Germany may be affected the most in this respect. In the
case of sand extraction the potential consequences for the United Kingdom are also high.
Note that consequences will eventually depend not only on claimed space but also on
synergy and availability of alternative locations.
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5

Possibilities and constraints in co-using
OWE areas

In some countries overall demand for marine space exceeds three times the available space
(Douvere, 2008) making spatial planning at sea increasingly important. As can be seen in
chapter 3 and 4 of this report, development of offshore wind parks will influence other sea
uses as previously available space is no longer (completely) available. However, it becomes
increasingly clear that wind parks densely installed with clusters of turbines are not
sustainable over large areas of deployment (Phillips et al., 2010). As a result in the
WINDSPEED project areas foreseen for offshore wind electricity generation are only for 30%
occupied by clusters of wind turbines (Jacquemin et al., 2009), creating opportunities for couse. Here the possibilities and limitations when considering co-use are investigated with the
aim to minimize the impact for the non-wind sea use functions and to maximize synergy.

5.1

Fisheries

In a ‘worst case’ situation (scenario ‘Grand Design’, countries NL, DK and DE) around 15 to
20% of the grounds used for fishing prior to wind park development are ‘lost’ because wind
parks are no-go areas for fishing vessels in general. Risks of allowing access to wind turbine
parks for fisheries include: collision of fishing vessel against turbines, entanglement of fishing
gear to anchoring structures of wind turbines and breakage of underwater cables. This leads to
restrictions for fisherman to fish inside offshore wind parks. Several factors are identified that
influence the possibilities for co-use. Please note that the WindSpeed project has focussed on
fisheries using powerful vessels and heavy bottom-touching gears (beam trawls) or large
pelagic gears (van der Wal et.al., 2011a).
First of all the location of the wind park is of importance. Locations further away from the
coast are less interesting for fisheries as is apparent from the lower fishing effort. Fisheries are
concentrated near shore, possibly to safe travel time and fuel expenses. Expected future
increases in fuel costs may strengthen this effect. In the scenarios ‘In the Deep’ and ‘Grand
Design’ areas for offshore wind generation are located further away from shore, lowering the
overlap of areas with high fishing effort.
The damage fisheries suffer from wind turbines is also depending on the technology used for
foundation of the wind turbines. Technology to deploy wind turbines at water depths of 50m
or more is under development but will require several large cables to anchor the platform to
the ocean floor (e.g. spar class turbines). These cables can be damaged, or damage, the nets,
trawls and traps used by fisherman.
Fishing gear may influence the impact upon the fishing industry as well. Static gear is more
acceptable to use within a wind park than mobile gear. However small vessels using light
mobile gear could be allowed inside a wind park as well. Fisheries using powerful vessels in
combination with large and heavy fishing gear is unlikely to be permitted. Especially the use
of beam trawls is of concern since this bottom touching gear could damage electric cables
although there are also risks when using pelagic trawls and otter trawls. Powerful vessels are
predominantly used in the Netherlands and Belgium (Van der Wal et al., 2011a). In Denmark
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the electric cables transporting the electricity to the main land are buried deep enough to allow
some types of fishing within the wind park.
Development of wind parks can facilitate open ocean aquaculture. Wind parks can provide the
required base material that aquaculture alone would not be able to afford. Open ocean
aquaculture can form an alternative livelihood for fishing communities (Buck et al., 2004).
Buck et al. (2004) identified the installation of an effective regulatory framework as the most
important ingredient for successful synergy between the two sectors.
Direct positive effects are possible as well. Floating technology can act as fish aggregating
devices (FAD) increasing the catchability of some species (Fayram et al., 2007 and Snyder et
al., 2009). The foundation of a wind turbine could add three dimensional complexity to the
environment and serve as a substrate for benthic invertebrates, thereby attracting fish (Snyder
et al., 2009). However, in some instances juveniles of some fish species are associated with
FADs more than adults. Increasing the catchability of juveniles in turn increases the risk of
recruitment overfishing (Fonteneau et al., 2000, Relini and Montanari, 2000).
Another positive effect may arise when it is decided to restrict fishing within a wind park.
This will lead to a buffer to overfishing and increases the number and size of individual fish.
There is however considerable discussion whether this will lead to a higher fish yield outside
those areas (Hastings and Botsford, 1999 and Hilborn et al., 2004). A positive effect on fish
numbers and sizes is more likely for sedentary fish species then for highly mobile (pelagic)
fish species(Hilbron et al., 2004) and in locations where a fish population is severely
overfished (Hilbron et al., 2006). Gell et al. (2003) postulated that in areas adjacent to closed
fishing grounds, spill over effects occur under the provision that marine reserves are designed
sufficiently large. Dekker et al. (2009) modelled the effect of eight different closing scenarios
on plaice catches. Scenarios consist of (1) whole North Sea open for fisheries, (2) ‘plaice box’
(=18,200 nm2) open only for vessels with engine sizes smaller than 300 hp, (3) ‘plaice box’
open for vessels <300 hp and wind parks (100 nm2) closed for fisheries, (4) Protected areas
(n=5) of Birds and Habitats Directive closed to all fisheries (=5,000 nm2), (5) only
Doggersbank and Cleaverbank closed for large beam trawlers (>300 hp) (=2,600 nm2) (6) one
area of the same size as all protected areas together closed to all fisheries (5,000 nm2), (7) one
area of a size of 25% of the North Sea closed to all fisheries and (8) the whole North Sea
closed to all fisheries. Results show that positive effects on fish numbers and biomass are
expected only for the scenario in which 25% of the North Sea was excluded for fisheries (next
to scenario 8 of course). This implies that a very large part of the North Sea must be closed
before positive effects for fisheries are expected. In the same study it is suggested that closure
of Nature2000 areas (scenario 6) does not affect plaice and sole catches (Dekker et al., 2009).

5.2

Sand extraction

Given the high conflict potential of land-based aggregate and sand extraction and the
increasing scarcity of suitable raw material onshore, offshore extraction is likely to become
more important. The need for offshore sand extraction will likely increase especially as sand
requirements for coastal defence will increase as well. Integration of sand extraction with
(conventional) wind parks is unlikely due to risks of damaging cables and foundations. Good
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spatial planning seems to be the best option. As sand extraction activities are usually located
near shore, developing offshore wind in deeper waters may reduce the conflict.

5.3

Nature areas

Potential effects of wind parks for marine nature are the spreading of organisms from the piles
and rocks to the sandy bottom where they disrupt the existing ecosystem and noise generated
by the turbines that can potentially disturb fish (Lambers et al., 2011). Underwater noise may
also affect marine mammals. Since there is a risk of birds colliding against wind turbines there
is also a possible impact on birds (Snyder et al., 2009). Therefore in Germany it has been
decided not to construct wind parks in Natura 2000 or other Marine Protected Areas.
When fisheries are excluded from the wind park there could be positive effects on fish
communities at a scale larger than that of the protected area (Lambers et al., 2011). Direct
effects are identified; reducing the mortalities of organisms within a protected wind park (not
used by fisheries) and indirect effects by changes in resource availability and shifts in species
composition (Browman and Stergiou, 2004). Potential effects will however depend on the
species and size of the wind park. Coolen (2008) carried out a literature review to investigate
if closure of wind parks for fisheries had a positive effect on (local) benthic species and fish
species on a population level. He couldn’t find evidence to support any positive effect from
small closed areas on population levels of fish species. Only for sessile benthic species a
positive effect is expected from the closure of wind parks for fisheries. In another study the
short term effects (2 years so far) of a small offshore wind park (Egmond aan Zee) located in
the EEZ of the Netherlands on marine wildlife was monitored (Lindeboom et al., submitted).
The wind park was closed for fisheries and located at a distance from the coast between 10
and 18 km. No effects were recorded on the benthos communities between the generators,
while on the monopiles and scouring protection new benthic species and fauna communities
established. Marine mammals (porpoises) seem to use the area within the wind park more
frequently than the reference locations. Some fish species (such as cod) seems to find shelter
in the wind park. Some bird species were attracted to the farm, others acted indifferently while
yet other species appear to avoid the wind park.
To prevent collision of migrating birds a scheme could be put in place. As birds migrate only
during a short period of the year turbines could be stopped in this critical period. To minimize
negative effects on the fish population during construction it is advised not to construct wind
parks during important breeding, nursery or feeding periods.
Scientific proof on the effects of wind parks on population levels of marine mammals, fish
and birds is presently lacking and such knowledge is required. Especially so when the areal
claim by offshore wind parks increases in scales beyond the level of the ‘Little will, little
wind’ scenario. A situation that may occur as EU-targets for renewable energy require a
higher level of ambition, more in line with the ‘Grand Design’.
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5.4

Military use

A large part of the North Sea is allocated for military use in the Netherlands, the United
Kingdom and Germany. Military activities include; aircraft manoeuvres, bombing, firing
ranges, submarine, torpedo, mines and dump sites together with some unknown or unspecified
activities, see deliverable 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 6.1 (Van der Wal et al., 2011a; Van der Wal et al.,
2009; Van der Wal et al., 2011b; Cameron et al., 2011).
In the ‘Going Solo’ and ‘Grand Design’ scenario 50% of the military areas on sea could be
used for offshore wind generation at an maximum. In the EEZ of the Netherlands and
Germany there is a considerable amount of offshore wind parks proposed within military
terrain.
The possibilities for co-use of wind parks with military usage will depend on the type of
military activity but compromises may be reached. In the United Kingdom there is a large
degree of overlap between the Greater Gabbard wind farm (currently under construction) and
a small military area. Areas used as military dump sites are unlikely to co-exist with wind
parks.

5.5

Maritime navigation / ship lanes

The North Sea is among the busiest areas for shipping traffic in the world. The greatest risk
considering shipping and wind turbine parks is the collision of ships with wind turbines and
the environmental damage this will cause (spillage of oil and hazardous liquids from wind
turbine structure (gear box oil etc.) and hazardous cargo from the vessel)). Therefore shipping
lanes must be wide enough to ensure ships can pass safely. Other aspects to consider are the
environmental conditions, ship sizes, cargo that is transported and the fact that in the vicinity
of wind turbines possibilities to deploy helicopter for search and rescue are limited. Another
aspect to keep in mind is the fact that radar efficiency could be hampered near wind turbines.
Due to the high economic value represented by IMO shipping lanes and the (growing)
demand for goods it seems logical to exclude the IMO shipping lanes from wind park
development. Outside these lanes, separated by Vessel Separation System (VSS), ships tend
to sail to their destination in straight lines creating high density shipping lanes. In order to
make sure this traffic can safely and unobstructedly pass, these lanes must be sufficiently wide
and include some anchoring sites in case of an emergency. Especially in the EEZ of the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom large parts are designated as IMO shipping lanes and
are therefore excluded from offshore wind development.
When considering the lower density lanes alterations of shipping routes (those not resulting in
too many extra miles) might be possible. When shipping lanes are integrated in (very large)
wind parks these must be sufficiently wide and contain anchoring sites for safety reasons.
Such shipping lanes are also useful for the overall wind park and will act as wind regeneration
corridors (Figure 1). When placing wind turbines at sites that shouldn’t be entered by ships at
the first place, such as shallow areas and reefs etc., wind parks can act as an extra marker of
those no-go areas increasing a safe passage.
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The risk of a collision can be reduced by passive measures such as careful placement of the
clusters of turbines, proper marking of the parks, integration of the areas in sea charts,
aeronautical charts and nautical handbooks.
More active measures are also possible such as radar based ship detection in combination with
emergency towing capacities. Or installation of Automatic Identification System (AIS)
equipment and video surveillance equipment. Studies carried out as part of the SAFESHIP
project show that the use of AIS equipment on wind parks and ships will result in a reduced
collision frequency (SAFESHIP 2006).

5.6

Oil and Gas platforms

Since oil and gas reserves are declining, decommissioning of platforms will probably increase
(van der Wal et al. 2011a).
Large conflicts with platforms, other than their presence and areal claim, are not expected. A
synergy between oil and gas platforms and offshore wind might be possible. As the last
remaining gas reserves are not economically viable to harvest, these reserves could be used to
produce electricity using generators. The electricity can be shuttled away via the infrastructure
of the wind parks and in periods of low wind potential a shortage in energy production can be
compensated. Another aspect to consider is the possibility to capture and store carbon dioxide
in empty gas and oil fields. This activity may become increasingly important in the future.
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6

Conclusions

The spatial overlap of suitable areas for offshore wind energy with non-wind sea use were
calculated for four contrasting scenarios (Figure 2). For the scenarios ‘In the Deep’ and
‘Grand Design’ two versions were drafted, one without depth constraint and one with a 70m
depth constraint. It requires some extensive development in floating technology in order to be
able to build wind turbines for a water depth exceeding 70m. Emphasis is put upon the 70m
depth constraint version since it seems uncertain that floating technology will be economically
viable before 2030.
In this report the final outcome of the four scenarios is evaluated considering the
consequences for non-wind sea use functions. Results are presented for the whole
WINDSPEED area and for each country individually. Possibilities for co-use are identified.

6.1

Spatial distribution of the suitable space for offshore
wind

Moving from the initial suitable areas for offshore wind identified by the DSS tool to the final
economical potential (after the cost and grid cap) dramatically reduces spatial claims for
offshore wind, ranging from 60% (for scenario ‘Going Solo’) to 73% (for scenario ‘Little will,
little wind’). When initially impacts seem to be severe, after both market and grid constraints
have been applied, spatial claims (and thereby impact for non-wind sea use functions)
decrease considerably. Final result show that less than 1% of the total WINDSPEED area is
claimed for ‘Little will, little wind’ scenario, 4% for ‘Going Solo’, 5% for ‘In the Deep’ and
10% for ‘Grand Design’. The ‘Grand Design’ scenario yields the best opportunities for
offshore wind.
There are some differences between the countries in incremental space found for offshore
wind. In Belgium incremental space for offshore wind is only found in the ‘Going Solo’ and
‘Grand Design’ scenarios meaning that only with high spatial prioritization space could be
found (at the cost of the sea use functions sand extraction, fisheries, wildlife and shipping
lanes). In the United Kingdom not much incremental space is found for all scenarios due to
several reasons; a relatively large share is already claimed for offshore wind parks, some parts
have unsuitable soil conditions and there is a lack of connection points near suitable areas.
Norway loses a lot of potential because of water depth constraints and OWE development
heavily depends on the development of floating turbine technology.
Denmark is the leading country in incremental potential for the scenarios ‘Little will, little
wind’, ‘Grand Design’ and ‘In the Deep’ as much space can be found with relatively low
conflicts with other users of the North Sea. Although there is ample room for further
development in Denmark the potential remains largely unused as the national energy demand
is already met by earlier and cheaper development opportunities. Utilizing the Danish wind
resources will have to be an international endeavour that requires both the realisation of an
offshore grid and policies that make it worthwhile for international companies to invest. The
Netherlands and Germany are also big players in the ‘Grand Design’ scenario but not in the
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‘In the Deep’ scenario. A lot of incremental space is found for offshore wind in Germany in
the ‘Going Solo’ scenario as well.

6.2

Consequences for non-wind sea use functions

Depending on the scenario for offshore wind park development, offshore wind parks claim
space that, to a certain extent, was previously available for non-wind sea use functions. These
include: wildlife, N2000/Marine Protected Areas (MPA), sand extraction, military use,
fisheries and shipping lanes. In all cases however development of offshore wind parks will
influence the non-wind sea use functions fisheries and wildlife since both functions cover
100% of the WINDSPEED area.
In the scenario ‘Little will, little wind’ consequences for non-wind sea use functions are
expected to be minor as spatial claims are very low. For all countries less than 3% of
previously available space of any sea function considered is actually claimed for offshore
wind development.
In the ‘Going Solo’ scenario there is a relatively large overlap of space with areas used for
sand extraction (around 12% of the total available space within the WINDSPEED area that
was used for sand extraction is claimed for offshore wind). This is especially the case in the
EEZ of Denmark were almost 52% of total area used to extract sand is now claimed for
offshore wind. A large portion is also used in the EEZ of the United Kingdom (overlap in
Going Solo 13.4%, overlap in Grand Design 31.5%) and Belgium (overlap in Going Solo
8.2%). Since options for synergy between wind parks and sand extraction seem unlikely and
increased demand for sand is expected (for coastal defence and building material) this may be
a potential problem. Alternative locations should be found from which economical extraction
is possible. Moving wind energy production outside the 12 nm zone helps since within this
zone sand extraction is generally most cost efficient.
In the ‘Grand Design’ and ‘Going Solo’ scenarios there is a relative large spatial claim on
former military areas for the Netherlands and Germany. As military use usually receives
strong support from politics, spatial claims from the military are well defended. The past has
proven that some co-use seems possible as wind parks have been developed in areas used for
military activities. Another possibility could be to relocate non-site specific military usage
away from proposed offshore wind parks or to combine different military areas into a single
site to be used by more North Sea countries (Cameron et al., 2011).
Important areas for shipping, fisheries and areas used for sand extraction are generally located
near shore. Therefore, when moving to deeper waters (in the case of the scenarios ‘In the
Deep’ and ‘Grand Design’) conflicts with those non-wind sea use functions decrease. But
with higher ambitions more space is claimed for offshore wind in both scenarios, resulting in
an increased spatial overlap with other sea functions. Looking at the categories within those
functions the less important categories are mostly affected, thus decreasing the impact to some
extent.
Available studies so far show that negative effects of wind parks for wildlife seems to be very
limited or not even existing. Fish and marine mammals may find shelter and due to foundation
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structures the diversity of the benthic community may increase. Although some bird species
are attracted to wind parks and others are indifferent there are also bird species that may
indeed avoid wind parks.
Since the whole WINDSPEED area is used by fishermen it is unavoidable to lay claims on
areas previously used to catch fish. The Netherlands, Denmark and Germany are affected the
most, but never more than 20% of the previously available space is claimed. There are
indications that fish will migrate through wind parks. Therefore it is expected that the
catchability will not decline even if wind parks are banned from fishing. If wind parks are
banned from fishing this might lead to lower fish mortalities for some species like cod. In that
case wind parks can act as fish breeding grounds and could ultimately lead to higher catches
outside the wind park. However sound scientific proof is lacking and the minimal required
area to achieve this effect is expected to be very large. Although always imposing a risks of
collisions some types of fisheries (such as static gear or light mobile gear) might be allowed
between the clusters of turbines. Large pelagic and benthic trawlers are unlikely to be
permitted inside wind parks as their gear may snap or damage cables or foundation structures.
There is a possible synergy between wind parks and aquaculture as wind parks may facilitate
the infrastructure required for aquaculture. Aquaculture can potentially become an alternative
livelihood for the fishing communities concerned. However there will be a trade-off between
nature and fisheries as allowing some sort of fisheries or aquaculture will offset the potential
positive effects for nature.
Shipping lanes are affected to a minor extent (no more than 5% of the total available area).
IMO lanes and high density lanes should be respected to a large extent due to the growing
need for goods and the economic value they represent. Although the high density lanes are
unlikely to be restricted or shifted to other locations, development of nearby wind parks may
require improvement of safe ship passage by broadening the lanes and creating some
anchoring sites in case of emergency. Several measures are possible to minimise the risk of
accidents such as proper marking, installing camera and video equipment or applying radarbased ship detection in combination with emergency towing capacities. The lanes that are kept
free of wind turbines will act as a wind regeneration corridors. Wind regeneration corridors
also make good sense for power generation as they help to more economically exploit the
wind resources.

6.3

General conclusions and recommendations

The predictions of the WindSpeed scenarios reveal that initial areal claims for OWE may be
large. However policy, growth of other sea use functions, and grid and market integration
constraints (first and second order potential) reduce the potential OWE deployment
substantially, also reducing the consequences for non-wind sea use functions. However, even
after applying all constraints set in this study in the “best” scenario a considerable amount of
OWE may be developed which will have implications for other sea users. Some of the
potential negative consequences of developing OWE parks on the North Sea can be reduced
by relocation of these functions and co-use. Furthermore the presence of wind parks do not
solely have negative effects, some sea use functions may benefit from it.
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In the ‘Grand Design’ scenario consequences for sand extraction are relatively large for the
United Kingdom and Belgium (and for Denmark in the case of the ‘Going Solo’ scenario).
Possibilities for multiple use seem limited at this point. A more in depth analysis of this
potential problem is proposed. Such a study could focus on the availability of alternative
locations from which, sand and other aggregates could be extracted. Another option could be
to separate aggregate extraction and OWP in time. For instance first develop the aggregate
resources before installing the wind turbines. This might however increase the initial costs of
construction as the water depth will increase and make the sea floor uneven. Yet another
option could be to construct sites were sand is actively trapped, e.g. in areas where sand will
settle naturally. Such a site will regenerate after aggregates are harvested and can therefore be
used again.
At this point negative effects of wind parks for wildlife seem to be limited to some bird
species. There could be positive effects on benthos, fish and marine mammals thanks to the
exclusion of fisheries and the presence of hard structures. As studies indicate that at least sole
and plaice do not extend their stay in wind parks, the catchability of commercially important
species will probably not decline. It is therefore recommended to ban fisheries within wind
parks. At this point only short term effects of wind parks are known, mainly from smaller
sized parks close to shore. It is therefore recommended to monitor if these positive effects on
wildlife and migrations of fish do indeed take place when wind parks are constructed on a
larger scale and in deeper waters. Furthermore it is recommended to take bird migration routes
into account by spatial planning of the turbines. An further option to lessen the impact on
vulnerable bird species is to shut down the wind turbines during periods with (intensive) bird
migration in the area.
Some military activities, such as airplane manoeuvres for instance, could co-exist with wind
parks. As military terrain is seriously affected in some scenarios and some countries an open
discussion between policymakers and military is required to utilize the possibilities for co-use.
Even more ambitious, a different option could be to aim for concentrating military areas.
Military terrains of individual countries could be merged into one used by joining countries.
In this way more space is created while keeping areas available for military purposes. This
will however imply cross-country negotiations.
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Appendix a: Scenario settings

economic

Little will, little wind

Going Solo

In the Deep

CAPEX input parameters

common default settings

OPEX input parameters

common default settings

Financing

Fixed Charge Rate (FCR) set to 15% to align with private finance IRR requirements
(default 12% more accurately reflects an institutional investor)

OWP Density

2MW/km2

Learning

Learning ignored - to be included in the Resolve-E model

< 50m due to lack of floating
technology (55m for UK)

< 50m due to lack of
floating technology (55m
for UK)

No restriction on water
depth

non-sea use

Water depth

Minimum distance to
shore

Grand Design

more than 22.2km

No restriction on water
depth

comments
Taken from previous deliverables see
www.windspeed.eu
Taken from previous deliverables see
www.windspeed.eu
Done in an attempt to calibrate with current
costs as seen in Danish and Dutch OWP
tenders and more closely fits a commercial
model of OWP development. The 12%
default value in the DSS is considered as
more appropriate for a publicly driven OWP
project.
Default value from Garrad Hassan report 2.1
as this allows for co-use and conservatively
allows for the fact that not all green areas
are likely to be available in the future
Component based learning is included in the
Resolve-E model
The Little Will and Going Solo scenarios are
based on business as usual assumptions in
terms of allowable depths in the future for
jacket structures, i.e. nothing deeper than is
currently planned in each of the countries.
22.2km corresponds to 12nm which is the
UNCLOS limit of territorial waters that is
used by those countries in the north sea
being considered in the Windspeed project.
For the UK this could be less however the
2009 UK SEA recommended that large scale
deployment take place outside the 12nm
band so this is being assumed for the
scenarios.
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Little will, little wind

Maximum distance to
shore

Germany: 175km
Netherlands: 100km
Belgium: 80km
UK: 175km
Norway: 150km
Denmark: 70km

Minimum allowable area
for the DSS to consider

Going Solo

In the Deep

Germany: 175km
Netherlands: 100km
Belgium: 80km
UK: 175km
Norway: 150km
Denmark: 70km

Grand Design

The maximum distances to show for the
Little will little wind and Going Solo scenarios
are based on the assumption that in general
these futures will not look to exploit OWP
any further from shore than is currently
planned in 2020.

no limit

As a note only: 70km is both the cutoff point
for AC to DC technology as determined by
GH but also the limit used in the FLOW
project to distinguish between near and far
shore developments.

set to 25km2 from a default of 50km2

Shipping

IMO shipping plus highest
density (more than 1 per day)
are excluded

only IMO are excluded
(It is assumed that the

IMO shipping plus highest
density (more than 1 per
day) are excluded

only IMO are excluded

Military

All military is excluded

50% is available for OWP,
except for mines, dumps
which are excluded

All military is excluded

50% is available for OWP,
except for mines, dumps
which are excluded

other sea uses
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comments

In the DSS we are able to split out very high
density (more than 1 large vessel per hour)
or high density (more than 1 vessel per day),
however we have no resolution between
those two levels. Tthe very high shipping
data almost perfectly overlaps/correlates
with the IMO areas so is not currently
considered as a layer that can be turnedoff/modified
The DSS includes 7 or 8 different kinds of
military area and allows the user to specify
how much and of which type can be used for
OWP.
The decision to take 50% of military areas is
based on information from the Dutch Water
Plan that shows OWP search areas
overlapping with roughly 50% of certain
military zones. However country specific
preferences on this are not available.

Little will, little wind

Oil and Gas

Decommissioning is less strictly
enforced reducing the number
of platforms from 750 to 303 in
2030 (the 2020 estimate)
effectively gives a clearance of
5.89km

Going Solo

Decommissioning is strictly
obeyed reducing the
number of platforms from
750 to 100 in 2030, also
considered is reduction in
helicopter clearance around
unmanned platforms to
500m which account for
approx 60% of the
structures in the southern
and central north sea

In the Deep

Decommissioning is less
strictly enforced reducing
the number of platforms
from 750 to 303 in 2030
(the 2020 estimate)
effectively gives a clearance
of 5.89km

effectively gives a clearance
of 2.14km

Cables and Pipelines

Baseline assumption of
1%/annum increase of cables
and 0.2%/annum increase in
pipelines
cables = 610
pipelines = 520

Reduced growth rates from
coordinated effort to group
infrastructure. Cables =
0.5%/annum, pipelines =
0.1%/annum
cables = 552
pipelines = 510

Sand Extraction

sand extraction as per current
practices

Sand extraction activites are
assumed to be displaced by
OWP outside the 12nm limit
(as per proposed Dutch
policy)

Nature Reserves

All Natura 2000 areas are
completely excluded

10% of all nature areas
allowed based on best
economic performance

Grand Design

Decommissioning is
strictly obeyed reducing
the number of platforms
from 750 to 100 in 2030,
also considered is
reduction in helicopter
clearance around
unmanned platforms to
500m which account for
approx 60% of the
structures in the
southern and central
north sea
effectively gives a
clearance of 2.14km

Baseline assumption of
1%/annum increase of
cables and 0.2%/annum
increase in pipelines
cables = 610
pipelines = 520

Reduced growth rates
from coordinated effort
to group infrastructure.
Cables = 0.5%/annum,
pipelines = 0.1%/annum
cables = 552
pipelines = 510

comments
D3.2 took some assumptions on
decommissioning from the UK and applied
them across the whole of the windspeed
area, this estimated that 2010 there is 750
surface platforms, in 2020 there would be
303 and in 2030 only 100.
Also note that the base assumption is that all
platforms require a 5nm clearance area
around them as we don't have data on
which are manned/unmanned. For the
Going Solo and Grand Design scenarios a
split of manned and unmanned is assumed
based on data from the Netherlands and UK.
UK data for the central and southern north
sea shows that 88 are manned out of 215
structures (41%). In the Dutch EEZ there are
approx 40 out of 100 structures manned or
unknown.

D3.2 determined that over the coming years
the average yearly rate of growth of
pipelines would be 0.2% per annum and for
cables 1% per annum. The actual 500m
clearance is set by United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)
and is unlikely to be changeable

sand extraction as per
current practices

Sand extraction activites
are assumed to be
displaced by OWP
outside the 12nm limit
(as per proposed Dutch
policy)

note that outside the 12km national waters
this is a very limited activity and covers a
very small percentage of the windspeed
area.

All Natura 2000 areas are
completely excluded

10% of all nature areas
allowed based on best
economic performance

In the DSS a user can define a certain
percentage of each of the different types of
Natura zones that can be taken by OWP.
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Little will, little wind

Going Solo

Grand Design

100% OWP
effort < 0.25% = 100% OWP
0.25% < effort < 0.5% = 60%
OWP
0.5% < effort < 1.0% = 45% OWP
1.0% < effort < 2.0% = 30% OWP
2.0% < effort = 15% OWP
5.0% < effort = 15% OWP

(assumes bottom trawling is
phased out by 2030 and all
fishing is effectively co-use
considering the large 9km
wide buffers between
windparks that are
assumed)

effort < 0.25% = 100% OWP
0.25% < effort < 0.5% = 60%
OWP
0.5% < effort < 1.0% = 45%
OWP
1.0% < effort < 2.0% = 30%
OWP
2.0% < effort = 15% OWP
5.0% < effort = 15% OWP

comments

in the DSS there are 4 bands defined for
marine wildlife; low concern, concern, high
concern and highest concern. For each of
these the user can set a percentage that can
be allowed OWP

less concern = 90% OWP
concern = 80% OWP
high concern = 70% OWP
highest concern = 60% OWP

Marine Wildlife

Fisheries

In the Deep

100% OWP
(assumes bottom
trawling is phased out by
2030 and all fishing is
effectively co-use
considering the large
9km wide buffers
between windparks that
are assumed)

in the DSS there are 6 different bands
defined for the level of fishing effort (by
large bottom trawlers) that is observed in a
particular area. For each of these the
allowable percentage of OWP can be set.

UK: exclude all (total adds to more than 12GW)
Germany: exclude all (total adds up to more than 20GW) needs to be checked and manually adjusted
Denmark: exclude all (only adds up to 369MW in the DSS)
Existing OWP
Netherlands: exclude all (total adds up to less than 3000MW in the DSS)

the philosophy followed here is to try and
exclude the correct amount of
planned/permitted offshore wind of that
particular country so that the DSS only finds
incremental areas.

Norway: not applicable none in DSS

Grid

Belgium: exclude all (total adds up to approx. 1650MW in the DSS)
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Onshore connection
philosphy

country specific connection

no limitations, international connections allowed

Related to whether any particular area of
the north sea is limited to only connect to
onshore grid nodes that are within its own
national EEZ or whether it can connect to an
international node if that is cheaper.

Little will, little wind

Offshore meshed grid

radial grid only

Going Solo

In the Deep

Grand Design

offshore meshed grid modelled for selected clusters
more than 70km from shore, other potential is
considered with radial AC connections to shore.

comments
Describes whether this future includes the
requisite level of cooperation for an offshore
meshed grid (using VSC technology) to be
considered. Note that this is not modelled in
the DSS, but in Net-Op by SINTEF, but is
shown here to more fully define the
different scenarios.
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The Netherlands
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